The UCCS Economic Forum is the premier resource for local economic information provided for and supported by local businesses and government partners.
WHAT THE UCCS ECONOMIC FORUM OFFERS:

- **Annual Economic Forum Event:** The annual UCCS Economic Forum provides an opportunity to learn about trends and dynamics occurring nationally, statewide, and in the Colorado Springs community and how they will impact your business.

- **Key Economic Metrics:** The UCCS Economic Forum provides and tracks key economic metrics to help gauge the economic health of the region.

- **Data Analysis:** The UCCS Economic Forum applies economic and statistical principles to analyze trends in local and national data.

- **Expert Commentary:** The UCCS Economic Forum is a trusted source for informed interpretations of economic news and data.

- **Public Service:** The UCCS Economic Forum provides support to government and nonprofit entities and helps inform the public through local media.
PLATINUM
$12,000

- 12 reserved ticketed seats at the annual event.
- Annual event spotlight and branding.
  - Opportunity for company representative appearance at the annual event.
  - Opportunity to have an exhibitor table at the annual event
  - Opportunity to contribute to the event program.
  - Large logo in partnership slide.
  - First selections on extra sponsorship items for the annual event.
- Branding year round.
  - Large branding in all Monthly Dashboard reports & Snapshot Videos.
- Receives Monthly Data Dashboard Reports.
  - Access to online Interactive Data Dashboard.
- Weekly updates with Economic Snapshot videos and media highlights.
- Opportunities to have an Economic Professional come present to your company or clients (2+ per year).
- Invitation to Partner Events (2-3 per year).
- Membership of the Economic Forum Advisory Board.
**GOLD**

$7,000

- 6 reserved ticketed seats at the annual event.
- Annual event spotlight and branding.
  - Opportunity to contribute to the event program.
  - Medium logo in partnership slide.
  - Second selections on extra sponsorship items for the annual event.
- Branding year round.
  - Medium branding in all Monthly Dashboard reports & Snapshot videos.
- Receives Monthly Data Dashboard Reports.
  - Access to online Interactive Data Dashboard.
- Weekly updates with Economic Snapshot videos and media highlights.
- Opportunities to have an Economic Professional come present to your company or clients (1 per year).
- Invitation to Partner Events (2-3 per year).
- Membership of the Economic Forum Advisory Board.
SILVER
$3,500

- 4 reserved ticketed seats at the annual event.
- Annual event spotlight and branding.
  - Small logo in partnership slide.
  - Third selections on extra sponsorship items for the annual event.
- Branding year round.
  - Small branding in all Monthly Dashboard reports & Snapshot videos.
- Receives Monthly Data Dashboard Reports.
  - Access to online Interactive Data Dashboard.
- Weekly updates with Economic Snapshot videos and media highlights.
- Opportunities to have an Economic Professional come present to your company or clients (1 per year).
- Invitation to Partner Events (2-3 per year).
SUSTAINING
$1,500

- 2 reserved ticketed seats at the annual event.
- Annual event spotlight and branding.
  - Last selections on extra sponsorship items for the annual event before it is open to others.
- Branding year round.
  - Company name branding in all Monthly Dashboard Reports.
- Receives Monthly Data Dashboard Reports.
- Weekly updates with Economic Snapshot videos and media highlights.
- Invitation to Partner Events (2-3 per year).